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LITHUANIAN PROMISSORY NOTES 1919-1940
By Eduardas Horbacauskas

FROM: “KOLEKCUA” magazine. No. 1. 1994.

PP. 46-55. Translated into the English language by

Alex Radzius.

[THE KNIGHT Editor’s Preface: Back in 1994 this

lengthy article appeared in the first issue of Kolekcija. We
were attracted to this topic because this editor has some of

these in his own collection, as do several other LNA
members. I have received several inquiries through the

years about them from our members. These large-size

notes are known for their large watermarks, as well as

denominations of 500 and 1,000 litq. Because of the

length of the article and the size of the notes, we have

previously been unable to fit this article in The Knight. So

we’ve decided to present it to our readers in serial form as

space permits.]

Lithuanian Promissory Notes: December 31,

1919 -August 10, 1940. In 1983 I was able to acquire a

quantity of Lithuanian promissory notes from between the

World Wars. I was attracted to them by their

multi-colored ornamentation and the Lithuanian national

symbols. On closer examination, I saw that the notes were

printed on paper with different watermarkks and that

printers identified themselves in a variety of ways. An

unextinquishable urge surfaced in me to research the

quantity and types of promissory notes issued, i.e. to

prepare a catalog of Lithuanian promissory notes.

I approached the Lithuanian SSR Central State

Archive. Having obtained the required documentation,

I would go there during my vacations. I researched

documents of the Department of Taxation, Bank of

Lithuania, and the Securities Control Commission. Not

all the documents had survived. The ones from

1919-1924 were incomplete.

I had to learn many financial terms and become

familiar with printing processes before I could

understand many of the documents. For example, there

was an entry: “1930 X 30 [October 30, 1930]. The

commisson removed the spacers and counted 20,200

units of blank promissory notes of 0.75 litai

denomination.” The explanation is that with the

lithograph printing process, when printed sheets were

removed from the press, a blank sheet was placed on

top so that the printed sheet would not stick to the next

printed sheet. Such a blank sheet was called a

“spacer.” Sixteen promissory notes were printed per

sheet.

Promissory notes were printed and sold to

banks. Strict accounting was kept only by face value,

not by issue or style. But to compile a catalog, it was

(Continued on page 2....)
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necessary to know the type of paper used, watermarks

and other lithographic elements imprinted. All this I

was able to gradually determine.

Once a promissory note was placed into

circulation, it acquired a variety of signatures, stamps

and annotations. Although these things do not get into

a catalog, it is necessary to understand their meaning.

The word “vekselis” comes from the German

word “Wechsel,” and means an item of exchange. A
promissory note replaces money, when there is no

currency on hand. Promissory notes were already used

in the 12th century when annual fairs were held in

cities and merchants issued promissory notes saying

that they will pay for goods during next year’s fair.

Then, promissory notes were called “merchant’s

money,” since it was not safe to carry specie coins.

From this old custom, the comvention has remained to

write promissory notes for up to one year’s duration.

In the contemporary era, a double fee is charged and

the appropriate stamps are attached to extend the term

for more than one year.

There were two types of promissory notes

generally used; 1) “common” or “solo,” when one

party makes the loan, and the other party signs the

notes promising to make the payment at the

appropriate time in the future; and 2) “conditional,”

when the person signing the notes states that the

payment will be made by a third party who owes him
rv»n<'y However, in the event the third party does not

pay up, the person who signed will be responsible.

Each promissory note, whether common or

conditional, was filled out in a manner prescribed by law.

The promissory note must have: 1) an unconditional

promise to pay a predetermined sum of money; 2) the last

and first name of the person who will be making the

payment; 3) the specified term when the sum will be paid;

4) place specification where payment is to be made; 5)

last and first name of the person to whom, or in whose

name, the payment is to be made; 6) specification of when

and where the promissory note was drawn up; and 7)

signature of the person who issued the promissory note.

A note which lacked even one of those items was

not valid, except in the cases where: 1) the promissory

note did not specify a due date, but was payable on

demand; 2) if the place where the loan was made and

where the promissory note was drawn up is the place

where the loan was to be repaid.

A promissory note was considered valid if there

were signatures of three dependable people, i.e., the

person issuing the promissory note, a witness, and a

notary.

A citizen, holding a promissory note and being in

debt to another, could satisfy the debt by signing over his

promissory note. Circulating in this manner, the

promissory note functioned as money. It is important that

when the time period was up, the promissory note was

redeemed. Currency, once it leaves us, can travel widely.

(Continued on page 6....)
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PRESIDENT ROLANDAS PAKSAS PRESIDENTIAL PALACE MEDAI..
The failed presidency and impeachment of Lithuanian

President Rolandas Paksas was an embarassment to Lithuania

and its diplomatic community abroad. It is one which Lithuania

wants to forget about and move on as the country assimilates

into the European Union.

Paksas (b. 1956), who rides a Harley-Davidson

motorcycle, was elected President of Lithuania on January 5,

2003. As the months progressed, it became revealed that he had

ties to the underworld. On March 31, 2004, the Lithuanian

Constitutional Court ruled that Paksas grossly violated the

constitution and his oath of office. It ruled Paksas illegally gave

Lithuanian citizenship to his main presidential campaign

supporter, Russian citizen Uri Borisov. “Paksas tipped off

Borisov that his telephones were tapped, put pressure on the

activity of private companies, and preferred personal interest to

state ones,” according to the Rosbalt News Agency. Another

news report stated investigators linked Borisov to a Russian

company they said had ties to Russian intelligence services.

The Lithuanian Parliament brought impeachment

charges which stated in part, “Individuals of dubious reputation

and ties with the criminal world and shadow business structures

have exerted influence on the president’s office and sought to

have the top law enforcement officials replaced.” On Tuesday,

April 6, 2004, the Lithuanian Parliament found him guilty on

three charges, and voted to remove Paksas from office.

Lithuanian Parliament speaker Arturas Paulauskas

served as acting President until new elections were held and

Valdas Adamkus was subsequently returned as President of

Lithuania. Thus Lithuania has moved forward since that time.

This month we’d like to feature the one lone numismatic

item which serves as a reminder of Paksas’ dubious legacy in

Lithuanian history. It is a 59 mm. diameter bronze medal issued

in 2003 to celebrate his Presidency, and the Presidential Palace

in Vilnius. The medal is 5 mm. thick. No designer’s initials are

found on the medal. This medal was quietly purchased a few

months ago in Vilnius from a street vendor for $35.00 by an

LNA member who supplied us with the information.

The obverse features the Presidential Seal/Flag approved

by the Parliament in 1993. It consists of the Lithuanian Vytis

emblem within a shield in the center. On the left is a white

griffin, and on the right a unicorn, both used as supporters.

These symbols date back to the 16th century in Lithuanian

heraldry. The griffin is an eagle and lion combined,

symbolizing an eagle’s vigilance and sharp eye, and the lion’s

pride and strength. The unicorn symbolizes wisdom, tolerance,

and innocence.

The reverse shows the Lithuanian Presidential Palace

building, located in the Old Town portion of Vilnius. The

bottom legend reads “ROLANDAS PAKSAS,” with his

signature above, below the Palace building.

The Lithuanian Presidential Palace site dates back

to the late 13(X)s when it was used as a residence for

various Bishops. During Czarist times it was used as a

temporary residence for various royalty and the official

residence of Russian Generals. During the Polish

occupation Marshal Jozef Pdsudski lived there. After

WWII, the Palace was used by the Soviet Army, and later

as an Artists’ Palace beginning in the 1960s.

For a period in the early 1990s, this building

housed the Embassy of France. In 1997 it was converted

into the offices of the President of the Republic of

Lithuania, where meetings and ceremonies are held. Palace

tours are given on Saturdays with reservations required.
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LIETUVOS BANKAS
BANK OF LITHUANIA
CASH DEPARTMENT

ON DECLARING LEGAL TENDER AND THE ISSUE OF THE 50 LITAS COMMEMORATIVE
COIN TO MARK THE 100™ ANNIVERSARY OF THE GREAT SEIMAS OF VILNIUS

23 November 2005 No. 10 .48.-1002-2409

Vilnius

Let us hereby inform you that, on the decision of the Board of the Bank of Lithuania, a new 50 litas

commemorative coin of the Republic of Lithuania to mark the 100* Anniversary of the Great Seimas of

Vilnius will be launched on 1 December 2005.

The 50 litas coin is made of silver (Ag 925), quality proof, diameter 38.61 mm, weight 28.28 g. The coin has

a mirror surface with mat relief. The mintage of the coin is 1.500 pieces.

The obverse of the coin bears a stylized Fytis, the emblem of the state. Above it, run the inscriptions

LIETUVA, 2005, and 50 LITIJ arranged in a circle. The mintmark of the State Enterprise Lithuanian Mint is

incorporated above the denomination.

The reverse of the coin carries an extract of the speech delivered by Jonas Basanavidius at the opening of the

Great Seimas of Vilnius (Congress of Lithuanian in Vilnius): UZ VISUOTIN4 TAUTOS DVASISK4 IR

MEDEGISK4 GEROV^ (FOR THE UNIVERSAL SPIRITUAL AND MATERIAL WELFARE OF THE
NATION).

The edge of the coin bears the Gediminian columns.

The coin was designed by Albertas Gurskas and Rytas Jonas BeleviCius.

The coins were minted at the Lithuanian Mint.

The price of the 50 litas coin is LTL 90 (EUR 26.07) (in a display box) and LTL 75 (EUR 21.73) (without a

box).

Please find attached the illustrations of the coin.

For further information please see the website of the Bank of Lithuania at www.lb.lt .

Please find leaflets with the descriptions of the coin enclosed under separate cover.

Yours faithfully,

/signed/

Bronislovas Degutis

Deputy Director

Head of Currency Production Division

Contact person: Audrone Gruodyte, tel.: +370 5 2680 316, fax: +370 5 2680 314.
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Members of the State insignia Rgulatory Committee at the Spindulys Printing

Shop, in Kaunas, about 1930. Left to right: S. Sagatys; unidentified State comptroller;

S. Svirelis; J. Radykas; Jonas Kareckas-Karys. (J. Radykas photo).

but promissory notes could only circulate in a small circle

of people who trusted each other.

On the obverse of the promissory note, besides the

signature ot the person issuing the note, there were other

signatures or stamps which tell us where the note had

been before it was redeemed.

It the note is not redeemed, the notary, following a

prescribed legal procedure, on the reverse of the note or

on a separate piece of paper, registers a complaint. With
the complaint, the promissory notes end up in court where
a judgment is rendered demanding payment.

The promissory note differed from other financial

documents in that it did not specify the reason for the loan

nor did it state any other conditions. When the term was
up, payment must be made.

On many promissory notes there was a stamp of a

large bank with the word “discount,” meaning that the

note was purchased by a bank before the term was up.

Bank', often purchased promissory notes from people they

^ncw, when the person holding the note needed to

liquidate It for cash.

FIRST ISSUE QE LITHUANIAN
PROMISSORY NOTES (1919-1929)

The issuance of Lithuanian promissory

notes cannot be separated from the political and

economic conditions in Lithuania at the time. In

early January 1919 the government was relocated

from Vilnius to Kaunas and various ministries and

departments were created.

The structure of the government changed

over time as can be seen from the names given the

Finance Ministry and Collections Department:

1) Finance Ministry, General Affairs and

Cash Department (July 31, 1919-May 22, 1920);

2) Finance, Merchantile and Production

Ministry, Collections Department, Ta.xation

Section (May 22, 1920—April 8, 1921);

3) Finance, Merchantile and Production

Ministry, Collections Department (.April 8.

1921 -December 21, 1923);

4) Finance, .Merchantile and Production

Ministry, Taxation Department (December 21.



1923-April 2, 1924);

5) Finance Ministry, Taxation Department

(April 2, 1924-1940).

With the introduction of the litas, the

names of the Ministries and Departments issuing

the promissory notes were specified at the top of

the note. The names of the Ministries and

Departments were ornately printed on the

promissory notes of the first and second issue.

There were three issues of promissory

notes. They are distinguishable by the

ornamentations and colors used. Other differences

between the issues are not that obvious. The

following is a chronological list of documents, or

their titles, related to the issuance of promissory

notes.

On August 7,1919, a law was passed,

“Statute on reducing the fee for promissory notes

and on regulating the promissory note blanks and

types of promissory notes.” (Government News,

10/132). On August 28, 1919, “Statute on the sale

of promissory note blanks. (Government News
11/136). The 3rd article of this statute stipulated

that each promissory note blank, signed note or

written record must have on the left side a

Government Treasury stamp, since the

Governmental Securities Control Commission had

not yet been created.

Jurisdiction over these documents was

entrusted to A. Veryhai-Darevski, the legal

consultant of the Finance Ministry. His report in

the original Russian language [translates here in

Promissory note April 1921 to November 1922.

The KnightJ is presented as follows: ‘

“Mister Finance Minister: Report. Attached are

promissory note blanks which had been approved by the

Cabinet of Ministers:

1)

Promissory notes for up to 1,0(XJ auksinai and

2)

promissory notes for over 1,0()0 auksiniai. In the event

a promissory note is for exactly 1,000 auksinas, it is

stipulated that Type 2 blcuiks are to be used.

According to the directive approved by the Cabinet

of Ministers, we request that the Finance Minister issue an

order to print Type 1 promissory note blanks as listed

below. Promissory notes:

1) for sums up to 100 auksinai at 25 skatikai,

20.000 blanks.

2) for sums up to 200 auksinai at 50 skatikai, 5,000

blanks.

3) for sums up to 300 auksinai at 75 skatikai, 5,000

blanks.

4) for sums up to 400 auksinai at 1 auksinas, 5,000

blanks.

5) for sums up to 500 auksinai at 1.24 auksinai,

1.000 blanks.

6) for sums up to 800 auksinai at 2 auksinai, 5,000

blanks.

Promissory note blanks for sums of 1,000 and

greater will be ordered later as the procedure is more

complicated.

August 28, 1919. Legal Consultant for the Finance

Ministry, A. Veryha-Darevski. (Lithuanian Central State

Archives, F927-5-48).”

As can be seen, it was decided that the blanks used

would be determined by the sum borrowed, as in the

Russian system of promissory notes.

CONTINUED NEXT ISSUE....

Vekselis
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\ IDKO
HIGHLIGHTS
LITAS
HISTORY

M O N E T O S

\ documentary film "Is lito istorijos.

Vtonetos" (From the history of the litas.

Coins) by Rimautas Silinis and

commissioned by the Bank of Lithuania

v\as premiered at the Bank.

The new 72 minute film presents the

history of Lithuanian coins from ancient

times to the restoration of the state in the

20th century. In this panorama of

changing epochs, the viewer sees coins

and the heraldry preserved on them, as

well as details of minting techniques not

generally known to the public.

"With the introduction of the euro,

our national currency will become
history. We will know that during a

certain period this currency existed. They

remain and will remain in museums, in

private collections and, in a certain

senses, will be part of our history.

V\anting to make it more interesting, we
took it upon ourselves to document the

history of the litas in a documentory
film," said the Chairman of the Board of

Directors of the Bank of Lithuania,

Reinoldijus Sarkinas.

The film contains carefully collected

footage of achival and iconographic

material as well as unique segments about
tbe current Mint of Lithuania. The film

records many Lithuanian numismatists,

heraldry experts, collectors and designers

of our contemporary coins.

Philosopher Arvydas Sliogeris, one of

the film's narrators, stated. "Money is one

of the most amazing inventions of man.

Possibly the use of fire or the invention of

the wheel can compare with the

invention of money. Freirick Shiller was

right when he said that beautiful things

make a man cultured. If we consider the

esthetic aspect of money, it serve to make

people more cultured. People are made
cultured not by words but by objects.

And this film is one of them, it is our

symbolic heritage."

From 'Kauno Diena', December 1 7, 2004
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SINGER SEWING COMPANY COUPONS EXPLANATION 9.

In the March-April 2005 issue of The Knight, we

mentioned some coupons issued in litas denominations by the

Singer Sewing Machine Company that were offered on E-Bay.

We have received the following explanation from LNA member

Dr. Audrius V. Plioplys:

“1 saw your note about the Singer Company coupons in a

recent issue of The Knight. I likewise became very intrigued by

these items. Two months ago, during the paper money exposition

in Chicago, 1 had a chance to meet with Mr. Ian Marshall. He is

the fellow hwo listed these items on E-Bay. He had no further

information about these coupons at all, nor did anybody else at

the exposition. It appears that the Singer coupons are a true rarity.

By the way, Ian had several of them for sale, at substantially

higher prices than his original E-Bay listing.

1 recently had a chance to visit several numismatists in

Lithuania and asked them about these coupons. One fellow said

that the only country where these coupons were issued was

Lithuania. These cupons were issued in the 1920s and 1930s.

It appears that besides the coupons there was a booklet

into which the coupons would be pasted. Singer sewing machines

were quite expensive given the income of most individuals in

Lithuania at the time. These coupons indicated periodic payments

made to the Singer store. In order to buy a sewing machine, a

down payment would be made, and a coupon booklet would be

assigned to you at the store. Then, you would periodically return,

make additional payments, each of which would result in the

appropriate value of coupons being pasted in your booklet. Once

you made full payment, the booklet would be given to you, thus

indicating full and free ownership of the sewing machine.

The above explanation seems the most credible.

I have also heard explanations that the coupons were

issued as a percentage of the total purchase amount from Singer

stores, much like “green stamps” at food stores from decades

ago. They would then be pasted in a booklet (as the “green

stamp” booklets) and could be redeemed at face value for other

Singer products. This explanation is probably incorrect because

the denominations of the coupons are very large: 1, 5, and 10

litai. Rebate coupons would have been in cents, or fractions of

cents, not litai.

Another explanation is that the coupons could have been

given out when currency was in short supply, to be redeemed for

future Singer product purchases. This explanation is also very

unlikely because of the poor quality of the printing, and the poor

quality of the paper that the coupons were printed on, much like

newspaper stock. No serious business would produce such flimsy,

yet valuable 10 litai notes that could be so easily counterfeited.

Sincerely, Audrius V. Plioplys. Chicago, Illinois.”

'

SifiGaii SEWING
machine COMPANY

10

KAPOS PRESENTATION
LNA member Dr, Audrius Plioplys

presented an excellent scholarly talk about

Lithuanian silver bars (kapos) and other

similar early numismatic items on October 1

6

this year at the Balzekas Museum. Entitled

“Kapos, Grivinos,” this presentation was

filmed on DVD.
Dr. Plioplys sorts out the various

theories and time-lines as to the usages and

fate of these early Lithuanian numismatic

items. You’ll want to get a copy of this as

there is new material presented not published

before which updates/corrects the subject

matter. For information about obtaining

copies contact the Balzekas Museum of

Lithuanian Culture, 6500 S. Pulaski Road.

Chicago, IL 60629. E-mail:

editor@lithuanianmuseum.org.

Dr. Plioplys has studied numerous

kapa and is looking for others to examine

(i.e. weight, markings, counterfeits, etc.). If

any of our LNA members have any of these,

please contact him as it will help him in his

reasearch. His e-mail is:

plioplysav@prodigy.net Address: 8844 S.

Pleasant Ave, Chicago, IL 60620-544 1

.
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FOR S\LK Ai)

t OK 5ALii: TUE£QLLO\M.\G ITEMS:
H VNK OK l.n HI AMA BANKNOTES

• lL>U»A>tLVKV" Sept 10. 1922 ISSI K
P-l 1 Centics I NC $55 EF-AL' #40

P-: 5 Centai I NC $55; EF $40

0-5 20 Centii EF $85 Scarce!
” OLRMVNENT” Series Nov 16, 1922

0-7 1 Centa-s I NC $45

0-S 2 Cental I NC $55; EF $40; VE $23
0-** 5 Cental EE $40; VE $25.

0-1*^ 10 Centit FT' small pinhole $75
0-11 20 Centg XE $75; VE $45

0-12 50 Centg Fine $30

ORLN IKD IN ENGLAND SERIES
0-24 50 Lltg, 1928 VE $35

0-25 100 Lltg, 1928. EE $85; VF $35
0-26 5 Eltai, 1929. EE $95; VG-Fine $20
0-27 20 Lltg, 1930. EE $60; VE $35; F $25

CQME.MPQRARY BANKNOTES
0-47a 10 I.ltg 1991 without dot UNC $9.00

0-54 2 Lltal, 1993 UNC $2.00

0-56 10 Lltg, 1993 UNC $7.00

0-57 20 Lltg, 1993 UNC $12.00

0-59 10 Lltg 1997 UNC $7.00

TALONAS SERIES

0-29a .10 fractional WITHOUT clause UNC 50 cts.

0-29c .10 fractional, UNC, ERROR, phrase twice. $5.00

0-30 .20 fractional UNC .50 cts.

0-3 la .50 fractional WITHOUT clause UNC $1.00

0-3 lb .50 fractional WITH clause UNC 75cts.

0-32a 1 talonas w/oclauseUNC 50cts

0-33b 3 talonas w/clause UNC $1.00

0-34b 5 talonas w/clause UNC $2.50

0-35b 10 talonas w/clause UNC $3.00

0-36b 25 talonas w/clause UNC $3.50

0-37b 50 talonas w/clause UNC $4.00

0-39 1 l alonas UNC 25cts.

0-40 10 Talonas UNC 50 cts.

0-41 50 Talonas UNC $2.00

0-46 500 talong UNC $3.00

WORLD WAR H GERMAN OUNKTE NOTES
lAthuania

5 piinkte, 1945. EE $40

10 punkte, 1945. w/o serial #. EE $55.00.

Baltic countries 1-point commodities note

( Oramieschein), 1943. SCARCE YEAR! VE $55.

Baltic countries point commodities note, 2 points

1 9-14. Scarce! (Oramieschein) $35.00.

Baltic sugar ration coupon, 1944 (Zukerschein),

has F.stonlan redemption stamps). $25.00.

(iermany, WWH Armed Forces Clearing Note,

0.M34. I Reichsmark. Sept 15, 1944. UNC $4.00.

tierman occupation WWH postal receipts $3 ea.

Lithuanian-(>erman domestic insurance policy,

1942. On legal size paper, $20. (K-33.9)

Train Certificate, 1943. Rare. K-35.2. With stamp.

$55.

Food card for village, 1942. K-24.0. Fine. $20.

WWII Postcard of the United Lithuanian Relief

Fund of America in NY. “Lighten the Burden of the War
Victims of Lithuania. New. $8.00.

Various German-issued for Lithuanian work
orders World War II. $5.00 each.

Lithuanian telephone bill envelope and coupons
during World War II, $25

UTHUANlANMINOR & KLAIPEDA REGION
HEYDEKRUG/SILUTES 21 May, 1921 Herman
Sudermann series issue.

Set of 4 notes: 25, 50, 75 pfg, 1 mk. EF $110.00.

25 pfg., UNC $10.00._50 pfg. Fine with tear $8

75 pfg w/ serial #.UNC $25.00.

RAGNIT/RAGAINE. 1914 notes.

1/2 Mark, 1914 with small text variety EF $40.

1/2 Mark, 1914 with large text variety EF $40.

1 Mark, 1914. EF $30.00.

STATE LOAN EAST BANK, WORLD WAR I

(Lithuania's money before 1922)

P-R127 1/2 Ostmarks, 1918 EF $15.00.

P-R130 5 Ostmarks, 1918. EF $30.00 Scarce!

P-R132 50 Ostmarks, 1918. EF $40.00.

P-R133 100 Ostmarks, 1918. XF $40.00

P-R134b 1,000 Ostmarks, EF $60.00.

Doubled-die 1936 Vytautas 10 Litij

silver coins:

VCR #2, obverse “LIETUVA” doubled.

XF $55.00

VCR #4 reverse “DESIMTS LITIJ”

doubled. XF $60.00.

Frank Passic, 900 S. Eaton St., Albion,

MI 49224. E-mail: Albionfp@hotmail.com
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